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In the

Supreme Court of the State of Utah
DOHRMAN HOTEL SUPPLY COMPANY, a corporation,
Plaintiff and Respondent,

l

vs.
BEAU BRUMMEL, INC., a corporation,
Defendant and Appellant.

I

Case No. 6207

J

Abstract of Record
COMPLAINT
Plaintiff complains of defendant, and for cause
of action alleges:
1. That the plaintiff is a corporation organized
under the laws of the State of Nevada.
2. That the defendant is a corporation duly
organized under the laws of the State of Utah, with
its principal place of business at Salt Lake City, Utah.
3. That the plaintiff at all times hereinafter
mentioned has been and at the time of the filing of
this action, now is, the owner of and entitled to the
immediate possession of the personal property consisting of restaurant fixtures, equipment and utensils
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28

described in detail in Exhibit A attached hereto and
hereby made a part hereof, by reference.
4. That prior to the commencement of this
action the plaintiff made demand for the return of
said personal property, and the whole thereof to the
plaintiff, and the defendant has refused and still
refuses to deliver the same, and still unlawfully withholds possession of the same from the plaintiff; that
the said property is of the value of $555.08.
WHEREFORE plaintiff prays judgment against
the defendant for the recovery of the possession of
said property, and the whole thereof, or for the sum
of $555.08, the value thereof, if delivery cannot be
had. Plaintiff further prays for general relief, including its costs herein.
Filed June 9, 1936.
ANSWER

21

Comes now the above named Defendant and answering Plaintiff's complaint admits, denies and alleges as follows :
1. Admits the allegations contained in paragraph one.
2. Admits the allegations contained in paragraph 2 of Plaintiff's complaint.
3. Denies each and every allegation contained
in paragraphs 3 and 4 of Plaintiff's complaint.
Further answering Plaintiff's complaint and as
affirmative defense thereto Defendant alleges: That
the restaurant equipment described in Plaintiff's
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complaint was purchased by the Defendant from the
Plaintiff on a special contract or agreement in October, 1934. That payments were made upon the
purchase price under the terms of said agreement until Sept. 1935. That a settlement was entered into
by and between the Plaintiff and Defendant in Sept.
1935, whereby part of said equipment was to be
returned to plaintiff and a credit allowed therefor,
leaving a balance of $152.44 as principal which
amount Defendant paid and Defendant tendered and
offered to pay any interest charges that may be accrued on the principal. That Defendant returned
said equipment agreed to be returned as aforesaid the
same was duly received by the Plaintiff.
Wherefore Defendant prays that Plaintiff take
nothing by its complaint and that Defendant recover
its costs.
Filed July 15, 1936.
AMENDMENT TO COMPLAINT
17

Comes now the plaintiff above named and by
leave of Court first had and obtained, files herein
the following amendment to its complaint to conform to the proof adduced at the trial in said action
by amending paragraph 4 of said complaint to read
as follows:
4. That prior to the commencement of this action, the plaintiff made demand for the return of said
personal property, and the whole thereof to the plaintiff, and the defendant has refused and still refuses
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to deliver the same, and still unlawfully withholds
possession of the same from the plaintiff; that the
said property is of the value of approximately $900.
WHEREFORE plaintiff prays judgment for the
recovery of the possession of said property or for the
sum of $900.00, the value thereof, and for any otlier
general relief which the Court deems just, including
costs.
Filed January 13, 1938.
AMENDED ANSWER

Comes now the above named defendant and with
leave of Court first had and received, files herein its
30 amended answer, and answering plaintiff's complaint admits, denies and alleges as follows:
1. Admits the allegations of paragraph 1 of
plaintiff's said complaint.

2. Admits the allegations of paragraph 2 of
plaintiff's said complaint.
3. Denies each and every allegation contained
in paragraphs 3 and 4 of plaintiff's said complaint.
And further answering plaintiff's complaint and
as an affirmative defense thereto defendant alleges
as follows:
1. That plaintiff has brought the above entitled action to repossess certain restaurant equipment or recover the value thereof, which was sold to
defendant under the terms of a written agreement
bearing date of October 9, 1934; that the total
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amount of the purchase price of such restaurant
equipment was $2492.67.
2. That defendant paid to the plaintiff from
time to time various sums of money on account of
said contract and for said restaurant equipment
amounting in all to the sum of $1966.33 leaving an
unpaid balance of $526.34.
3. That defendant warranted said restaurant
equipment to be in reasonably good condition and of
such character, construction and design that it would
do the work and render the service for which they
were made and purchased.
4. That among the articles furnished and delivered by plaintiff to defendant under said agreement
and warranted as aforesaid, was one Thermotainer
with one set of insets for a Thermotainer, which were
charged against defendant under the terms of said
contract in the sum of $500.00; that the said Thermotainer, together with said set of insets proved upon
trial to be defective and unsuitable and useless for defendant's purposes and in connection with defendant's business, in that said Thermotainer would
dry up and spoil foods placed therein and render the
same unsatisfactory and unsuitable for service in defendant's restaurant business; that after giving said
Thermotainer a fair trial and test, defendant was
compelled to abandon the use thereof and remove the
same because of said defects and unsuitability as
aforesaid; that defendant at an early reasonable date
informed plaintiff's representative of the defective,
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unsatisfactory and unsuitable character and condition of the said Thermotainer, and requested said defendant to take it back and give defendant credit for
the purchase price thereof, to-wit: $500.00, on the
amount due under the terms of said contract; that
said Thermotainer together with the said set of insets was returned to plaintiff and is now in the possession of plaintiff; that defendant claims that the
said purchase price of said Thermotainer and said
set of insets, to wit: $500.00 should be deducted from
the amount payable and claimed to be due by defendant under said contract.
WHEREFORE, defendant demands that the
said sum of $500.00 be allowed in recoupment and
adjudged as due this defendant and that the same be
deducted from the total purchase price under the
terms of said contract.
And still further answering plaintiff's said complaint, and as an affirmative defense thereto, defendant alleges :
That the restaurant ·equipment described in
plaintiff's complaint was purchased by defendant
from plaintiff under the terms of the said written
agreement bearing date of October 9, 1934, as aforesaid; that payments were made by defendant upon
the purchase price under the terms of said agreement until September, 1935; that at about such date
a settlement was entered into by and between the
plaintiff and defendant whereby part of said equipment purchased by defendant as aforesaid was to be
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returned to plaintiff and a credit of $375.00 allowed
therefor, leaving a balance of $152.44 as principal;
that the part of said equipment to be returned as
aforesaid was a certain Thermotainer, together with
a set of insets; that defendant, pursuant to said
settlement shipped and returned said Thermotainer,
together with said set of insets to defendant at Los
Angeles, California, and tendered and paid to defendant the said sum of $152.44, together with accrued interest charges.
WHEREFORE, defendant prays that plaintiff
take nothing by its complaint, and that defendant
recover its costs herein.
Filed May 31, 1938.
REPLY
47

Comes now the plaintiff above named and by
way of reply to the amended answer of defendant
on file herein, admits, denies and alleges as follows :
1. Plaintiff admits that plaintiff has title to
said restaurant equipment by virtue of a written contract bearing date of October 9, 1934, but in that connection alleges that the purchase price stated in said
contract was $2,898.41.
2. Plaintiff admits that defendant paid part of
the purchase price due under said contract but in
that connection alleges that the balance remaining
unpaid is in excess of $555.00 in addition to approximately two years' interest thereon.
3. Plaintiff denies the allegations contained in
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paragraph three of the affirmative defense of said
amended answer and the whole thereof.
4. Replying to paragraph four of said affirmative defense in said answer, plaintiff admits that a
portion of said merchandise consisted of the thermotainer and admits that said thermotainer was returned to plaintiff; but plaintiff denies each and
every other allegation in said paragraph four contained and in that connection alleges that said thermotainer was returned to plaintiff without plaintiff's
consent and plaintiff refused to accept the same or
refused to have any responsibility therefor and immediately upon the receipt of the same notified the
defendant that it was holding said thermotainer for
defendant and subject to defendant's direction and
ever since the time of the return of said thermotainer the plaintiff has kept said thermotainer in
storage subject to defendant's directions and for and
on behalf of defendant and not otherwise.
5. Plaintiff denies the allegations in defendant's further affirmative defense except that plaintiff admits that defendant tendered to plaintiff a
check in the amount of $152.44, which check was
never cashed by plaintiff or the amount therein paid
to plaintiff.
6. Plaintiff denies generally and specifically
each and every allegation in said amended answer and
the affirmative defense therein contained and the
whole thereof except as is herein above specifically
admitted or qualified.
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Wherefore plaintiff prays judgment according
to the prayer of its complaint and for any general relief which the court deems just in the premises.
Filed October 24, 1938.
EVIDENCE ADDUCED AT JURY TRIAL.

By Mr. Miner it is stipulated that the documents
here marked Exhibit "A" are made up, the document
group is made up of the original conditional sales
contract signed by Beau Brummel, Inc., by George
Glaus, President, and Mr. Rosell, for the Dohrman
Hotel Supply Company; that attached to that contract is the original list of materials that were
ordered at the time of the contract, totalling the
amount of $2898.41, stated as the purchase price
138 in the contract; that the invoices attached with
the contract in the original list, show the amount
actually delivered to the defendant under the contract, and of that amount as actually delivered the
total, instead of being $2898.41, as stated in the
contract, was $2412.26.
On the face of the contract, at the bottom, it is
stated, "If the full purchase price of the contract
is paid in full January 20, 1935, the seller will allow as
a credit to the buyer, the sum of $93.50, which has
been included herein as a carrying charge as the
differential between cash and credit prices. That
amount of $93.50 inasmuch as the price in the contract was reduced to $2412.26, that amount was
reduced to $80.41. So the total contract price in-
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eluding the carrying charge was $2492.67. It Wa!

so stipulated.
Exhibit "A" was offered but J. M. Carlso:r:
objected to the competency of the contract to provE
139 the reservations therein. Such objection was overruled provided, however, if there were later modifications such might be shown. The contract was read
to the jury.
It was further stipulated, that the said contract
complete had attached to it tha.t list of merchandise
as originally ordered, and also the list, with the
prices, as actually delivered and charged against the
defendant, and it was further stipulated that upon
the purchase price, as actually charged by the plaintiff to the defendant, there had been paid the following amounts on the following dates :
140
October 15, 1934----cash in the
amount of ................. $ 934.97
January 4, 1935 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 328.34
February 28, 1935, a credit of .... . 163.62
June 26, 1935 ................. . 179.80
July 29, 1935 .................. . 179.80
September 20, 1935 ............ . 179.80
Total cash payments ........ $1,966.33
In addition a check in the amount of $152.44 was
tendered by defendant to plaintiff but tender was
refused and the check was not cashed. The total of
cash payments by the defendant was $1966.33 in
addition to the said check tendered and also in addi-
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tion to the thermotainer which had been returned by
defendant.
Don Nelson, a witness for plaintiff testified
141 substantially as follows: Employed by Dohrman
Hotel Supply Company as a salesman and covering
territory from Pendleton, Oregon, to Idaho Falls,
Idaho. Previously had the Salt Lake district in his
territory. Covered Salt Lake district in 1937. Saw
equipment that was delivered to defendant several
times. Been in employ of Dohrman Hotel Supply
Company ten years, and during that time sold merchandise of the character sold to defendant. Would
say the fair and reasonable value of the merchandise
delivered to Mr. Glaus and that he received under the
contract is about $900.00 or $1000.00. This includes
the thermotainer. The last time witness saw the
property was about 2 years ago.
D. A. Skeen testified for plaintiff as follows:
I am one of the attorneys for plaintiff. I talked
to Mr. Glaus and Mr. Carlson a number of times. I
can't give the exact date but between the 12th of
March I told Mr. Glaus they would either have to
pay the balance due or the Dohrman Hotel Supply
Co. would retake the property and his reply was that
there is no balance due and that he considered that
it was settled.
The plaintiff then rested.

George F. Glaus testified for defendant as follows: I have lived in Salt Lake 32 years and engaged
149 in the bakery and restaurant business. I am the
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manager of the Beau Brummel Cafe. I am the
president of the Beau Brummel Cafe Corporation.
The Cafe was opened in 1934. I made a trip to San
Francisco and Los Angeles to purchase steam tables,
silverware and dishes. I signed the contract introduced in evidence. It bears date October 9, 1934.
The Beau Brummel Cafe was opened in November,
1934. I saw the piece of equipment called a thermotainer at San Francisco and talked with plaintiff
company about it. I went to Los Angeles first. (The
plaintiff has a store in both Los Angeles and San
Francisco) . I looked things over at Los Angeles first
and then went to San Francisco and then came back
to Los Angeles. I signed the contract Ex. A. on my
return trip to L. A. I talked to the manager of the
San Francisco office. He showed me the thermotainer and says "one of the finest pieces of equipment
of all." He told me it was the best of all equipments,
that it had been out once but the man went broke
and they took it back, that it originally cost $1500,
that he would sell it to me for $500 and guarantee it.
This referred to the thermotainer.
The thermotainer was included in the contract
at Los Angeles as it was the same company there.
The thermotainer arrived in Salt Lake a week after
we opened the 1Beau Brummel Cafe-in November,
1934. We installed it immediately after arrival.
We had Mr. Hogan from the Utah Power and Light
Co. install it. He is a service man employed by that
company.
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After we used it the cook complained that the
thermotainer dried the food. I thought it needed
adjustment so I called Mr. Hogan from the Utah
Power and Light Co. to adjust it, but they still -complained. I had Mr. Hogan there at least once a
week up until pretty near up to March before I was
157 convinced it wouldn't work. It was supposed to
keep the food hot, but it is an electric steam table,
which has no water in it, and it is supposed to keep
the food moist enough and hot, but it dried out the
food until we couldn't serve the food. Orders would
come back from customers because the food was dried
out. We could not use it but the last month we used
it to keep dishes hot. I waited for Mr. Nelson and
158 we complained about that time when he came and
the next time. The first time Nelson came was in
March, 1935. The second time he came when we
complained was in May, 1935. We had to move it
out and bring in an old steam table. Mr. Nelson said
he thought he could take it and sell it on his next
trip. I refer to the Mr. Nelson who testified in this
case. He came to the Cafe. I said to him the thermotainer was not working out. It has not worked right.
You know I had to be convinced before I could give
my statement. That was in March, 1935. I had a
162 second conversation with Nelson in May about the
thermotainer. At that time I had taken it out and
stored it. I told Mr. Nelson something would have
to be done about the thermotainer and that is when
he said he could move it in his territory.
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I saw Nelson the first part of September of the
same year at the Beau Brummel Cafe and talked
to him there and at the Mayflower Cafe. I told him
something had to be done about the thermotainer.
163-5 We had it in the warehouse and could not be used,
and he said he would write his house to see what
they could do. In a day or two I saw him at the cafe
and he told me he had an answer to his letter, and
if I wanted to take a loss of $125 on the thermotainer
they would take it back but I would have to pay the
freight and crate it. Mrs. Glaus was present at this
conversation. Nelson said he received a telegram.
He did not show me the telegram. He never showed
me Ex. 1 at all.

Mr. Nelson came to the Beau Brummel over a
period of 2 years about 6 times after signing the
contract. We had trouble with the steam table. It
was not constructed according to contract and to the
agreement. It was not working right and he (Nelson) gave me orders to call a tinner and have it
172 fixed and charge it to his company. He called in
a tinner and had it fixed and we got credit for that.
That is credit from the company. Nelson also collected money. He collects money. We bought dishes
from him for the Mayflower. He collected for them.
That was in April, 1935. He had them shipped and
collected the money. We dealt with Nelson and did
not deal directly with the plaintiff's office.
171

We sent the. thermotainer down to the Dohrman
Hotel Supply Co. about October 16, 1935, and prepaid
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the freight and cost of crating and made out a check
for $152.44 to fulfill the contract. The second time
they did not send the check back. The plaintiff has
the thermotainer at Los Angeles. The price of the
thermotainer in the contract was $500.
CROSS-EXAMINATION
MR. GLAUS: I have seen letter marked Exhibit B admitted in evidence over objection of defendant. After we returned the thermotainer I received a letter (Ex. B). That was not what I agreed
with Mr. Nelson. I did not sign an acceptance of
that letter Ex. B. I do not recall receiving the original of Ex. C. Letter Ex. D produced by defendant
and plaintiff introduced same over objection as irrelevant, immaterial and self serving, it being a copy
of a letter purported to have been sent by plaintiff
and not being identified. Letter Ex. E-letter by
Glaus complaining of steam table not being made
properly. It was not built as per agreement. I did
not mention that Nelson told me to have it fixed. The
alteration was a defect on the thing built not a repair.
I made complaint about the thermotainer only to Nelson. I could not find a copy of the letter we sent
with the $15-2.44 check. We told the home office we
took the thermotainer out because it was not adaptable to our use. The Thermotainer was defective
right off the reel. It took me long to be convinced
it would not work. I was convinced in March 1935.
That is why I took it out of service in May.
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192

FURTHER DIRECT EXAMINATION
Nelson did not show me or Mrs. Glaus any
telegram. Told me the conditions on which the
company would take the thermotainer back as heretofore testified to. Bill of lading introduced showing shipment of thermotainer.
The thermotainer was not received from plaintiff when we opened the Beau Brummel November
1934. Various articles were shipped s.eparately by
plaintiff and at different times. The steam table
came in January 1935.

210

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION

MR. GLAUS: Part of the equipment did not
come until Jan. 1935. Two Stoeckler steamers were
ordered. They didn't send me any. I had to call
them and they said they had one on the floor. I said
send me that one you have on the floor because I
could not wait. I had to make other arrangements.
We didn't get it in November or December.
213
I could not tell what was the defect in the thermotainer. I am not a mechanic. In the City Court
I said the thermotainer didn't work. In the City
Court it was a matter of agreement with Mr. Nelson. I knew it was defective then. I would have
kept it in our place if it had not been defective.
There is a letter which made complaint that it
81 (thermotainer) did not work. We wrote a letter
after we had taken it out. I meant it was defective
and said it was not adaptable to our use because
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it dried out the food. I said no more in the letter because I talked to Mr. Nelson. Sure the defect was
raised in the City court.
I went to San Francisco and saw the thermotainer. Upon my return to Los Angeles the contract
was signed. (Ex. A.)

221

We had a fire at the Mayflower in August 1935.
I called Nelson to evaluate the burned equipment so
as to tell what we would get on insurance. I thought
we would get 2000 or 3000 dollars on insurance. I
told Nelson we would have to buy merchandise to
replace that burned. At the time of the three conversations with Nelson about the thermotainer and
telegram we had no conversation about buying equipment. Prior to these conversations he gave me his
price list on dishes but there wasn't anything said
about buying. He came over and gave me the list and
the telegram conversations. He gave me a list showing the cost to replace equipment-the cost of
equipment insured. I didn't know what the insurance company would do and I didn't give Nelson
any order at that time.
I told Nelson we would give him an order for
Mayflower if I possibly can. We gave him a.n order
for about $100 dollars. We gave him orders at different periods. The insurance Company made us replace
the dishes in the Mayflower with the same Syracuse china and Z. C. M. I. is the representative of
that china and could not buy it from Dohrman, Nelson knows that.
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229

I know Nelson made collections for Dohrman
Supply Co. Mrs. Glaus keeps the records. She can
tell you.
I told Nelson something must be done about
the thermotainer. I did ask him to write his house.
He came back after a day or two and told me he had
heard from his house. He did not tell me what he
wrote. He told me he had received a wire. He did
not show me the wire. He did not read it to me. He
told me if I wanted to take a loss of $125 on the
thermotainer and pay the freight they would accept
it back. He did not tell me he had written about
the fire at the Mayflower and that we needed replacement and he could get an order. He did not tell
me the wire read they would take the thermotainer
back at 25 of discount if we gave Nelson an order
for $2000 or $3000. I saw this telegram the first
time 90 days later. Nelson on another trip showed it
to me.
I did not state at the time of the shipment that
the thermotainer was defective. The deal was made.
Nelson said he would try to sell it at one time. He
said he would try to sell it on his route.

The salesman that sold me the thermotainer
told me it worked on the same order as a steam table
230 for the kitchen. I said in one letter, that to Dohrman,
that it was not a kitchen piece of equipment. I did
not say in any letter defective. I did say it was not
adaptable for our purpose because I don't know
what the defect is on that equipment. They said
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they would guarantee it. They told me it was second
hand.
The thermotainer did not arrive till after we
opened up in November. We took it out of service in
May and during the meantime we had the man from
the Utah Power and Light Co. doing what he could
to make it work. If it had worked we never would
have taken it out of service.
REDIRECT EXAMINATION
MR. GLAUS: Mr. Nelson furnished a price
list on Buffalo china and the insurance company
made us replace the dishes with Syracuse China.
If the insurance Co. would have permitted we would
have given Nelson the full order. He never gave a
price on Syracuse china. The Z. C. M. I. had the
agency on Syracuse china.
We used the thermotainer the last few months
only for heating dishes. It dried foods up.

240

Nelson did not mention prices on his equipment when he gave me the price on what was. burned.
He made the prices on the equipment that was
burned. Several days later he gave me a list on
Buffalo china-at least 5 days later. The price on
the china loss could have been $2000.
LELAND HOGAN testified for defendant as
follows: I have lived in Salt Lake 14 or 15 years.
Am an electrician employed by the Utah Power and
Light Co. and have been since 1929. I am in the
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heavy duty service. My duties are to repair and
service restaurant equipment. I had training at the
University of Utah and the L. L. Cook Company of
Chicago before my employment. This work has to
be learned by actual practice in the field. I do practically all of this kind of work for the Utah Power
and Light Co.
I have serviced at the Beau Brummel Cafe since
it opened. I rendered service in last part of 1934
and first part of 1935. I worked on the thermotainer. I checked it. There was but little actual repairs. I checked the voltage, checked size of wires,
the name plate and data for correct installation and
the machine for being level for temperature settings, and whether the temperature in the machine
was what the dials were set for.
I was told of complaints about the temperature.
I tried to find the cause of the trouble. I worked on
that particular appliance half a dozen times over a
period of a couple months. The period from the
time the Beau Brummel opened.

202

I did all that we are permitted to do with equipment. We don't alter equipment. We restore it to
the wa.y it was originally built as nearly as possible.
The equipment wasn't altered. I didn't change the
manufactured pattern. There was nothing else that
I could have done without changing the construction
or pattern of the equipment. I originally connected
up the thermotainer.
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CROSS-EXAMINATION

I checked each time the thermotainer. The table
was wired at the factory. The units were 0. K. but
the feeds were out at times. I check the matters like
units and feeds and wires on all calls. You never
can tell what is the trouble because all the call says
"This thing isn't working right." I could find nothing from my service of a definite trouble you could
put your finger on. I tried raising and lowering the
204 temperature. There wasn't anything we could do
to make it work any better, but they still complained
about it. I last saw the equipment two months after
it was installed, somewhere along there. Yes, I saw
it after that when the fellows were crating it to be
shipped out. The last time I went over to the Beau
Brummel on this thermotainer was 2 or 21j2 months
205 after the Beau Brummel opened. It opened in the
winter time-I think sometime in November. After
this 2 or 2112 months they had me connect up another table. I believe I disconnected this piece of
equipment. It was later taken over to the Utah
Power and Light Co. warehouse. I believe I disconnected at the end of 2112 months period. I believe it
was crated up for shipment in October 1935. I don't
know how long it was in the warehouse.
This was the first of this kind I serviced in this
territory. No, it was not the first I had serviced.
We build lots of this nature of that type but not
208-9' of all fancy fittings and the like. There has
never been another one around of this exact type.
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I have made a study of this equipment. The parts,
the heart of the machine, the working parts are made
by the General Electric. The thermostats are used
in every equipment so I am familiar with the working parts. The big places complain about these
kinds of equipment. I have built some.

Joe Rauck, a witness, called by defendant testified:

That he is a resident of Salt Lake City and
employed by Beau Brummel Cafe from March 1935
to March 1937, as night cook. He recalls the thermotainer. We tried to use it but it didn't work and we
quit using it. I tried roast meats and so forth in it.
It. wouldn't work; it dried them out. After they were
cooked the thermotainer was supposed to have kept
them moist, but it would not do it. I tried it, I would
say, half a dozen times or so. Everything dried out.
I had never used equipment just like this before.
Had used equipment for the purpose of preserving
roasts, squash and so on. I had used equipment of
249 that sort used for that purpose for 9 years. Told
Mr. Glaus of what I observed. I know Mr. Hogan
who testified. Saw him work on thermotainer. He
worked on it several times. Don't know how many.
He worked on it when I was there. I don't know
what he did. That was not my business. Don't know
what he was told to do, but I have complained about
it. Didn't watch him. I worked from 12 :30 noon
time and till we closed at night. Used the thermo-
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tainer to warm dishes in. It was turned off before they took it out. It was used not for heating
dishes but to put them in.
Hogan worked on it half a dozen times. It
257
was taken out in May. Before that we used it just
to put dishes in.
Gus Neibuhr, a witness for defendant, testified
in substance :

Live in Salt Lake, am a cook and now employed
261 by Mayflower Cafe a.s Chef. Employed at the Beau
Brummel 1934 till1937. Work in the mornings. Remember when thermotainer was installed. It was
there until first part of May 1935. Tried to use it
for its purpose to keep meats hot and moist after
roasting. Tried to keep vegetables in it there. It
did not give the results what it should give us. Had
complaints from dining room that the meat was too
dry and baked potatoes was too dry in it. It was not
juicy when we kept them in that thermotainer. It
was supposed to keep the meat moist in there. Did
not do that. Tried it almost to the time we took it
263 out. Last part of April never used it.
Saw Mr. Hogan at Beau Brummel. He tried to
adjust the thermotainer. Saw him work on front
where you regulate the heat to a.djust it. Saw him
there a dozen times. We had trouble with the thermotainer from the start. He came sometimes twice in
a week sometimes once. Saw him there in December,
in January. We tried to use the thermotainer again
when he was there but we didn't get the result out of
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. it. Same thing-too dry. Tried it a f ter H ogan there.
each time but it dried the meat up; it didn't stay
juicy. Have been a cook for 10 years. We complained to Mr. Glaus about the thermotainer.
CROSS-EXAMINATION
Never tried to adjust it. Turned the switch off
and on. Never turned any knobs or switch to regulate temperature. To adjust it you had to get a
screwdriver and take the plate off in front to adjust it. I never did that. Mr. Hogan did. I did not
watch all he did. He at times adjusted other things.
Never asked for any instructions on how to adjust
the thermotainer. It was dry heat. Hogan adjusted
it as to temperature. I did not.
I tried the thermotainer after every time Mr.
Hogan had worked on it. We use now electric unit
which throws steam up to keep meat moist.

Rosa Glaus testified for defendant:
Know Don Nelson. Saw him first of September
278 1935 at the Mayflower. Mr. Glaus, Nelson and I
were present. Mr. Glaus said that we might return
the thermotainer if we will take $125 discount on it,
and that we pay freight back and have it crated.
Mr. Glaus said what do you think about it? What
shall we do? Something like that. We didn't decide
right at the time. Prior to that time had seen him
four or five times. We had purchased things before
this conversation. We bought glasses, water glasses,
280 ice cream glasses in March and April 1935 and
27 4
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in May through him from Dohrman Hotel Supply
Co. Nelson made collections for Dohrman. Received
credit from Dohrman Hotel Supply Co. for his collection. That was in 1935, prior to the conversation
in the Mayflower in August or September 1935.
At the time of the conversation in the latter
part of August or first part of September he showed
no telegram.
I am positive we wrote complaining about the
thermota.iner. This letter was written about May
1935. I am sure the letter was here but misplaced.
I know I did have a copy of it in the files. Know
Nelson came in March, May and August 1935 and
the matter brought out here was discussed-that the
thermotainer was not satisfactory. Definitely in
March. He was a.lways going to check on it or let
us know. That was on his visits in March and again
in May 1935.
293

Exhibit 3 received in evidence.
Motion of plaintiff to strike all the testimony of
Mrs. Glaus was denied by the court.
CROSS-EXAMINATION
I know Mr. Glaus complained to Nelson about
the thermotainer in March. I am sure that was in
March 1935. Letter of Mrs. Glaus dated March
1935 shown witness. Did not say anything in that
letter about thermotainer but talked to Nelson. He
was the representative. He was their man that called
on us. The check I paid to Nelson was made out to
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Dohrman Hotel Supply Co. in August 1935. It was
not on the contract, Ex. A. This bill for which check
given was billed from Los Angeles.
Nelson came in September and discussed fire
loss in Mayflower. Mr. Glaus asked him to make
a list of the cost of the items burned. Nelson went
into the kitchen and checked. I don't recall any discussion in regard to replacing that merchandise. We
were just interested at that time to get figures to
gauge with our insurance adjuster. Heard no discussion with Nelson that we would need to order
$2000 of new merchandise. Our loss was heavy.
2000 or 3000 was not mentioned. Nelson did not
come in with a price list regarding replacements. He
gave us a price list on materials we were using but
no dis.cussion of an order. I was present. We were
together a couple of hours or more. Nothing discussed about new order with him. This was at time
of making this list and talked about the information he had about allowing us $375 on the thermotainer. Nelson absolutely did not show us a telegram. I didn't hear Mr. Glaus ask Nelson to write.
About 60 or 90 da.ys later Nelson came in town and
put that telegram down in front of me. Don't know
why he did that except he had gotten correspondence
with his company, and he came in.
Exhibits 2 and 3 read to jury.
Exhibit 2 recites enclosure of check for $152.44
balance of account after credit of $375 for return of
thermotainer.
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Deposition of J. N. Rossell a witness for plaintiff:
I am credit manager of Dohrman Hotel Supply
Co. of Los Angeles. Received a letter from Mrs.
Glaus in reference to extension of time on this account-dated March 16, 1935. I answered it and
granted the extension of time by letter of March 21,
1935. No objection raised as to objection to thermotainer in these letters. Letter dated May 29, 1935,
was letter on stationery of Beau Brummel Cafe;
was the first complaint from the defendant relative
to the thermotainer to my know ledge. Letter dated
9-2-35 was signed by Don Nelson and received at
the office of Dohrman Hotel Supply Co.
Ex. M was admitted over objection of defendant that it is incompetent hearsay and self serving
and not binding on defendant.

I did not answer that letter. Telegram Ex. 1 in318 troduced over objection of defendant.
Carbon copy of letter by Mr. Rossell addressed
to Don Nelson, salesman of plaintiff, introduced over
objection of defendant.
Subsequent to October 22, 1935, thermotainer
was received by plaintiff. It came back to us.
Over objection answered "no" to question: "Had
320 you a.t any time made the defendant any offer or
at any time agreed to accept the thermotainer back
for credit, or any other arrangement at that time.
Had not received an order for $2000 or $3000
set forth in Don Nelson's letter of September 2, 1935.
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CROSS-EXAMINATION
MR. ROSSELL: Know Don Nelson personally
very well. He has been with the company some time,
been with us since 1929 continuously. He is a salesman in the Salt Lake territory and lives, I believe
in Boise. We received a letter from Don Nelson relative to Beau Brummel account. I assume we did
about May 29, 1935. There was correspondence, but
the dates I cannot tell relative to Beau Brummel
account. We have the corres.pondence here in this
office.
Deposition of plaintiff's witness.
C. E. McCOSKEY: I am vice-president of plaintiff and southern district manager. Dohrman Hotel
Supply Co. has a salesman by the name of Don Nelson. Was with us in 1934 and still with the firm.
I tentifies again telegram to Don Nelson and letter
of Don Nelson to plaintiff.

351

364

The thermotainer is an electrically operated
table to take the place of a steam table and has a cabinet arrangement for retaining all foods for long periods of time. It has some advantages over and
above ordinary steam table because of its construction. The thermotainer is in our basement, crated
in its original crate as we received it. It is held subject to defendant's order.
Don Nelson, a witness., recalled by plaintiff in
rebuttal, as far as material now, testified:
I saw the Glauses in March 1935. It was on
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a regular trip. I found they had a fire in the Mayflower Cafe. I volunteered to help them make a list
of the merchandise to give them approximate price of
replacing merchandise. After we made a list of the
damaged merchandise, Mr. Glaus suggested that I
write the house and see if they would take a return
of the thermotainer. Received answer by wire "Ex.
1." I took it down and showed it to Mr. Glaus at
the Beau Brummel. It was noon. Nothing was done
at that time. I believe I had a discussion later with
Mr. and Mrs. Glaus at the Mayflower. It was mostly
368 about merchandise. Never got an order for 2000
or 3000 dollars. The thermotainer was here then.
I couldn't say whether it was in the Beau Brummel.
I tried to dis.pose of it to the U. A. C. At that time
I had no instruction from the company with regard
to it.
CROSS-EXAMINATION
I covered the territory from Portland to Salt
Lake City in 1934. I had Oregon, Idaho and Utah.
I have covered this territory since 1930. I sold merchandise in Salt Lake. I sold to the Mayflower. I
collected a check from Mayflower. Have collected
checks for sales at other times. I have collected the
37 4 accounts. I would report on defective material and
375 discuss with customers their compla.ints. I write
the complaints to the house. We have had to take
back merchandise from customers. It is possible I
attended to details of returning merchandise in deal-
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376

379

384

387

ings with customers. I have attended to taking
back defective materials complained about. I was
the only re~resentative of plaintiff here in 1935 and
prior thereto.
Mr. Glaus said the thermotainer was not suitable for restaurant purposes. He did not say it
just was not working. I did not go over and see it
when he complained about it in March. They claimed
it was made for cafeteria use. Was too wide. It was
made for preserving roasts and meat and vegetables.
Cooks could not alter the inside construction. The
average layman doesn't know anything about it.
In March when talked about the thermotainer
and listed damaged merchandise at Mayflower, there
was no settlement with the insurance Co. That is
why I left.
I did not show the letter I wrote to the house
to the Glauses.
Z. C. M. I. has the exclusive sale here of Syracuse china. I knew that in 1935.
MOTION FOR DIRECTED VERDICT

392

Plaintiff made a motion for a directed verdict
for possession of the merchandise or $900 in the
event possession cannot be had, on the following
grounds:
1st. The contract upon which pla.intiff's right
to possession is. based, and under which the merchandise and equipment was delivered to the defendant, is admitted by the defendant.
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393

2nd. Performance of the contract on the plaintiff's part, by the delivery of the merchandise and
equipment to the defendant, is admitted by the defendant.
3rd. It is stipulated and admitted by the defendant that the contract as made has not been fully
performed by the defendant.
4th. No modification of the contract has been
shown which would relieve the defendant from paying the full contract price for the merchandise and
equipment delivered, or which would authorize the
return of any item or piece of equipment for credit
or otherwise.
5th. There is no competent or proper evidence
to show or prove any compromise, accord and satisfaction or other settlement which could or should be
in any way binding upon the plaintiff by which the
defendant could or should be allowed to return the
merchandise for credit or which would relieve the
defendant from the obligation of paying the full balance of the purchase price of all equipment delivered
to the defendant under the contract, together with
interest according to the terms of the contract.
6th. There is no competent evidence to show,
or even tending to show any express warranty in
connection with the sale or delivery of any item of
merchandise delivered to the defendant.
7th. There is no evidence from which a warranty can be implied, and no warranty can be implied
by law or otherwise, in connection with the sale and
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delivery of the piece of equipment designated as a
thermota.iner.
8th. There is no competent evidence showing,
or sufficient to show a breach of any warranty
which would justify any credit or recoupment in
favor of the defendant.
9th. No notice of any claimed breach of warranty was given by the defendant to the plaintiff
within the time during which the defendant should
have notified the plaintiff pursuant to the terms of
the contract, of what the defendant claimed was a
breach of warranty.
1Oth. No notice of any claimed breach of warranty was given by the defendant to the plaintiff
in accordance with the provisions of Section 81-3-9
of the revised statutes of Utah, 1933.
DIRECTION OF VERDICT

394

THE COURT: The plaintiff's motion for a directed verdict will be granted. The jury will be instructed to return a verdict in favor of plaintiff for
$526.34 in the alternative.
Form of verdict prepared and handed to jury
with instructions to choose a foreman to sign same.
VERDICT
This action came on regularly for trial. The said
parties appeared by their attorneys. A jury of eight
persons was regularly impaneled and sworn to try
said action. Witnesses on the part of plaintiff and
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defendant were sworn and examined. After hearing evidence, the argument of council, and instructions of the Court, the jury retired to consider of
their verdict, and subsequently returned into Court,
and being called, answered to their names, and say
"We, the Jurors impaneled in the case, find
the issues in favor of the plaintiff and against the
defendant for the recovery of the possession of the
property described in the plaintiff's complaint and
in the event possession of the same cannot be had,
for the sum of $526.34 the value thereof, interest if
any to be computed by the Court."
WHEREFORE, by virtue of the law and by reason of the premises aforesaid, it is ordered, adjudged
and decreed that said plaintiff have and recover from
defendant, the possession of the property described
in the plaintiff's complaint and in the event possession of the same cannot be had for the sum of $526.34
Dollars, together with said costs and disbursements
incurred in this action, amounting to the sum of ....
Dollars.
Judgment entered April 28, A. D. 1939.
JUDGMENT ON THE VERDICT
The above entitled matter came on regularly
for trial on the 25th day of April, 1939, the plaintiff appearing by and through its attorneys Irvine,
Skeen & Thurman and A. U. Miner, and the defendant
appearing by and through its attorneys, James M.
Carlson and Oscar W. Carlson; a jury of eight per-
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sons was impaneled and sworn to try said action;
witnesses for both plaintiff and defendant were
sworn and examined and documentary evidence was
introduced into evidence and read to the jury by both
plaintiff and defendant and the evidence having been
closed and both parties having rested, a motion was
made on behalf of the plaintiff requesting the court
to direct the jury to return a verdict in favor of the
plaintiff and against the defendant and the court
having granted said motion and directed the jury
to return a verdict in favor of the plaintiff and
against the defendant for the possession of the merchandise described in plaintiff's complaint or the
value thereof in case possession could not be had,
and the jury, pursuant to the instructions, of the
court, having returned to the court their verdict
wherein the said jury found the issues in favor of
the plaintiff and against the defendant for the recovery of the property and equipment described in
plaintiff's complaint and in the event possession of
the same could not be had, for the sum of $526.34,
the value thereof, together with interest, if any,
to be computed by the court, and said verdict having
been filed and entry of judgment upon the verdict
having been reserved for further consideration by
the court.
NOW THEREFORE by virtue of law and by
reason of the premises aforesaid IT' IS ORDERED,
ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the plaintiff,
Dohrman Hotel Supply Company, do have and re-
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cover from Beau Brummel, Inc., the immediate possession of the following described property, to wit:
1 only
1 only
1 only
1 only
2 only
4 only
10 only
6 only
101/:! doz.
2 only
1 only
1 only
1 only
6 only
6j12 doz.
12 only
12 only
1 only

No. 143 mopping truck
No. 465 pot rack
312 water stand
sauce pan
ins.ets
oblong pans
oblong pans
cake salvers
sherbets
knife boxes
thermotainer
colander
set of insets for thermotainer
coffee servers dolores
12D117 salad bowls
9D822 cans bryto
9D822 cans bryto
steam table 7 feet 8 inches long elevated front 48 inches high rear side 34
inches high ten inch work board enclosure for 200 pans of monel and
monel serving top, roll back doors for
.200 pans, monel ins.et tops, copper pans
gas burners and gas drum heaters, NP
legs galv. body back open
3 only 10lj2 inch SS insets
2 only No. 200 SS pans
131 only 011716 cabrillo platters
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6
24
24
6/12
2j12
1
30
2
2j12
2j12
1
2
1
2
5
12
1
75
1
4

only
only
only
doz.
doz.
only
only
only
doz.
doz.
doz.
only
only
only
only
only
only
only
only
doz.

011682 vegetable plates
combination bowls
new rings
1B1133 caviar liners
6D407 Slaw Cutters
special mould set
4D1401 KKK moulds
4D1414 skillets
6D325 wooden bowls
6D324 wooden bowls
6D201 boxwood spoons
6D203 pairs butter pats
1Sl02 double roast pans 22X22X8
1S153 single roast pan 11x22x4
used hat racks
used tray stands
monel top bakers table
used bentwood chairs
steel body gloeckler steamer gas fire
regular-stainless pans and alum door
1B1132 liners

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGEl
AND DECREED that in the event the possession o
the above described property cannot be had, that th
plaintiff have and it is hereby given judgmen
against the defendant for the sum of $678.52.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGE]
AND DECREED that the plaintiff recover its cost
herein incurred.
Dated this 5 day of May, 1939.
Filed May 6, 1939.
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OBJECTIONS TO COST BILL AND MOTION
TO RETAX COSTS
Comes now the above named defendant, and objects to the memorandums of costs and disbursements dated May 2, 1939, and served by the plaintiff's attorney on or about the third day of May,
1939, and also the memorandum of costs served on
the 6th day of May, 1939, and filed in the above
entitled cause, and moves the court for an order
striking items therefrom and taxing the costs to be
allowed plaintiff. And defendant more specifically
sets forth and aUeges there are objections and
grounds for this motion as follows :
1. Objects to the charge for sheriff's fees for
service of subpoena upon one H. H. Smith, for the
reason that no such witness was served with subpoena or attended at the trial of this cause.
2. Objects to the item of $20.00 charged under
the heading of clerk's fees as costs for "Reporter's
and Notary's fees for taking depositions" for the
reason that no such clerk's fees were charged or
paid, and for the further reason that no such fee or
fees are allowable under the statutes and laws of
the State of Utah. And for the further reason that
costs that are taxable are only created by the statutes
and civil code of this state and creatures thereof;
and that there is no provision in our laws or statutes
authorizing the taxing of such an item as the said
$20.00 for reporter's and Notary's fees. in taking of
a deposition in a foreign state.
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3. Defendant objects to the item of $30.1
costs enumerated in said memorandum under cler1
fees and designated "non-resident cost bond" f
the reason and on the ground that said item is n
a taxable item under the laws and statutes. of th
state and for the further reason that no such cos
were paid by the plaintiff.
4. Defendant objects to the items of witne
fees charged for witnesses named as J. N. Rosell a1
C. E. McCoskey of Salt Lake City, for the reas<
that no such witnesses appeared at the trial by r
quest or upon subpoena and for the further reas<
that there is no authorization by statute or law :
the State of Utah for the taxing of witness fees :
costs for some witness whose deposition is taken j
California or another foreign state; and defenda1
further objects to the taxing- of said witness fees :
costs for the reason that witness fees are taxab
under the laws of the State of Utah only when ac
ually paid by the party claiming the costs.
5. Defendant objects to the cha.rge of $29.20 :
witness fees and mileage for Don Nelson for there:
son that said Don Nelson was not subpoened in tl
State of Idaho and did not travel 101 miles for tl
hearing in the above entitled cause; and defenda1
further objects to said witness fees and mileaJ
for the reason that defendant has already paid tl
said witness fees and mileage to the plaintiff; a1
defendant further objects to said charge of witne.
fees and mileage for the said Don Nelson for tl
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reason that the trial in the above entitled cause has
been continued on numerous occasions to accommodate plaintiff and said witness Don Nelson so that
said Don Nelson could be in attendance at the trial
of this cause when he was here on a business trip for
the plaintiff, and so that he would not make the trip
and entail travel expenses for the trial of this cause.
DEFENDANT MOVES THE COURT for an
order striking from the said memorandum of costs
and disbursements of plaintiff, served and filed
herein, all the items mentioned and described in paragraphs one, two, three, four and five herein, for the
reasons and upon the grounds set forth in said respective paragraphs, and upon the further ground
that said items are costs purported to have been incurred in the City Court of Salt Lake City, and this
court has no jurisdiction over costs incurred in the
said City Court.
Dated this 8th day of May, 1939.
Filed May 8, 1939.
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL
To the above named plaintiff, and to its attorneys, Irvine, Skeen & Thurman, and to the above
entitled court:
You and each of you will please take notice that
the defendant, Beau Brummel, Inc., intends to move
the court, and does hereby move the court, for an
order to vacate and set aside the directed verdict
rendered in the above entitled cause, and to vacate
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and set aside the judgment on the verdict execu1
by the Honorable P. C. Evans, and filed herein
the 6th day of May, 1939, and to grant a new tr
of said cause. And this motion is made for the f
lowing reasons and upon the following groun4
to wit:
1. That there were irregularities in the p1
ceedings of the court at the trial of said cause, a:
irregularities in the order of said court by which sa
defendant was prevented from having a fair trial.

2. That there is newly discovered evidenc
material for said defendant and its defense in sa
cause, which defendant could not, with reasonal
diligence, have discovered and produced at the tri:
3. Excessive judgment upon the verdict whi,
is not supported by evidence and which is not pray'
for and which was not included within the verdi
of the jury.
4. That there was insufficient evidence to ju
tify the directed verdict in favor of plaintiff, and i
sufficient evidence to justify the judgment on t;
verdict filed herein on or about the 6th day of Ma
1939. And that said verdict is against law, a1
that said judgment on the verdict filed herein
against law and the evidence.
5. That there are errors in law occurring
the trial and excepted to by said defendant and i
attorneys who make this motion.
6. That the so-called judgment on the verdi
filed herein on May 6th, 1939, is not a judgment 1
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the verdict and is contrary thereto, and is contrary
to the evidence and pleadings in said cause.
Said motion is made, and will be made, upon
affidavits hereinafter to be filed and served upon
you and upon the files and records herein and the
minutes of the court in said cause.
Filed May 10, 1939.
ORDER.

79

The defendant's motion for new trial and motion
to retax costs having been filed and submitted herein,
and the Court having considered the same, and being
advised in the premises :
IT IS NOW, THEREFORE, ORDERED that
the said motion for a new trial be and the same is
hereby, denied.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant's motion to retax costs be, and the same is hereby, granted to the extent only that the following
items be stricken and reduced from said cost bill:
Premium on bond reduced from $30.00 to
$9.00
Charge for service of subpoena on H. H.
Smith, in the amount of $1.00.
and the cost bill reduced to the amount of $94.00 ;
and it appearing to the Court that there was erroneously included in the judgment made and entered
herein, and signed by the Court, on May 5th, 1939,
an item of $116.18 interest,
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the j1
ment on the verdict, as entered by the Court he1
be, and the same is hereby, modified and amer
and the last paragraph of the said judgmen1
signed by the Court on the 5th day of May, 193!
hereby made to read as follows :
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDC
AND DECREED that in the event the posses!
of the above described property cannot be had, 1
the plaintiff have judgment against the defend
for the sum of $526.34, being the value of said p1
erty in said judgment described, together with
terest thereon from the 5th day of May, 1939, u
paid, and for its costs herein taxed in the amo
of $94.00.

r1,

d
o
s

)
11

t
-

Dated June 3, 1939.
Filed June 3, 1939.
NOTICE OF APPEAL
TO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE EN,TITL: ,
86
COURT AND TO THE ABOVE NAMED PLAJ
TIF·F AND ITS ATTORNEYS, MESSl
IRVINE, SKEEN AND THURMAN and A.
MINER:
You will please take notice that the defendl
in the above entitled action hereby appeals to ·
Supreme Court of the State of Utah from the jw
ment therein entered in said Third Judicial Disb
Court in and for Salt Lake County, State of Ut
on the 5th day of May, 1939, and from the Ort
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denying defendant's motion for a new trial made and
entered on the 3rd day of June, 1939, in favor of the
plaintiff in said action and against said defendant,
and from the whole thereof.
Filed June 19, 1939.

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS
Comes now Beau Brummel, Inc., a corporation,
said defendant and appellant, and assigns the following manifest errors committed by the trial court on
which appellant relies for reversal of judgment and
order denying defendant's motion for a new trial
from which judgment and order this appeal is taken,
namely:
The Court erred in ordering that motion
of plaintiff for directed verdict be granted. (Tr. 54,
259, 260, 261, 262. A b. . .... )
1.

2. The Court erred in directing the jury to
bring in a verdict in favor of the plaintiff and
against the defendant. (Tr. 54, 58, 261, 262. Ab .

. . . ..)
3. The Court erred in granting and entering
judgment on the verdict. (Tr. 59, 63, 64, 65. Ab .

. . . . . .. )
4. The Court erred in denying defendant's
motion tore-tax costs. (Tr. 67, 68, 69, 78. Ab ...... )
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5. The Court erred in denying defendant's
motion to re-tax costs in the following particulars:
In denying said motion to strike the $20.00 charge
under the heading of, "Clerks fees as costs for reporters and notary public fees for taking depositions"; in denying said motion to strike premium
on bond in the sum of $30.00; in denying defendant's motion to strike witness fees for J. N. Rosell
and C. E. McCoskey in the sum of $6.40; in denying
said motion to strike witness fees and mileage for
Don Nelson in the sum of $29.20. (Tr. 67, 68, 69,
71, 79, 80. Ab. . .... )
6. The Court erred in denying defendant's
motion for a new trial. (Tr. 72, 73, 79, 80. Ab ...... )
7. The Court erred in denying defendant's
motion for a new trial on the ground set out in
paragraph 4 thereof. (Tr. 72, 73, 79, 80. Ab ...... )
8. The Court erred in denying defendant's motion for a new trial on the ground set out in the latter
part of para.graph 4 of said motion, to wit: "And
that said verdict is against law and that said judgment on the verdict filed herein is against law and
the evidence." (Tr. 73, 79, 80. Ab ...... )
9. The Court erred in denying defendant's
motion for a new trial on the grounds set out in
paragraph 5 thereof. (Tr. 73, 79, 80. Ab...... )
10. The Court erred in denying defendant's
motion for new trial on the ground set out in paragraph 6 thereof. (Tr. 73, 79, 80. Ab ...... )
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11. The Court erred in overruling defendant's
objection to the admission of Exhibit "D" in evidence. (Tr. 180. Ab. . .... )
12. The Court erred in overruling defendant's
objection to the introduction of Exhibit "E." (Tr.
180. Ab ...... )
13. The Court erred in overruling defendant's
objection to plaintiff's question as follows: "Mr.
Rosell up to the time of the date of the defendant's
letter of March 28, 1935, being plaintiff's Exhibit
"3" as it was attached to the deposition, Exhibit
"J" as introduced here, had there been any objection
raised by the defendants as to the thermotainer
which you have testified to?" (Tr. 314. Ab...... )
14. The Court erred in overruling defendant's
objection to the following question: "In other words
from the time of the shipping of this account in October, 1934, up to March 28, 1935,, there had been no
objection raised and the thermotainer had been in the
possession of the defendant during that time, is that
right?" (Tr. 314, 315. Ab ...... )
15. The Court erred in overruling defendant's
objection to the offer of the letter marked Exhibit
"M." (Tr. 183, 184. Ab...... )
16. The Court erred in overruling defendant's
objection to the offer and introduction in evidence of
the telegram which was marked Exhibit "1,'' in the
deposition it was marked Exhibit "7." (Tr. 318.
Ab...... )
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17. The Court erred in overruling defendant's
objection to the following question: "I hand you a
carbon copy of a letter, Mr. Rosell, dated October
22nd, 1935, addressed to Don Nelson, and ask you
if tha.t is a copy of a letter dictated and mailed to
Don Nelson by you?" (Tr. 318, 319. Ab ...... )
18. The Court erred in overruling defendant's
objection to the following question: "Had you Mr.
Rosell at any time made the defendant any offer or
at any time agreed to accept the thermotainer back
for credit, or any other arrangement, at that time?
When I say 'you' I a.m referring to you as Credit
Manager of the Dohrman Hotel Supply Company."
(Tr. 320. Ab ...... )
19. The Court erred in overruling defendant's
objection to the following question : "Mr. McCoskey,
subsequent to the 4th day of September, 1935, had
you yourself personally, or have the Dohrman Hotel
Supply Company at any time sent Mr. Nelson any
instructions that were different than set forth in
this wire?" (Tr. 350, 351. Ab...... )
20. The Court erred in granting plaintiff's
motion for a. directed verdict. (Tr. 392, 393, 394.
Ab ...... )
21. The Court erred in directing the jury to
return a verdict in favor of the plaintiff and against
the defendant. (Tr. 395. Ab ...... )
WHEREFORE, Beau Brummel, Inc., defendant
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and appellant prays that because of the manifold
errors herein assigned the said judgment entered
herein be vacated and set aside, and that defendant
be granted a new trial.

0. W. CARLSON,
J. M. CARLSON,
Attorneys for Defendant and Appellant.
Copy of the foregoing Assignment 'Of Errors
received this .... day of December, 1939.
-

IRVINE, SKEEN & THURMAN,
Attorneys for Plaintiff atnd Respondent.
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